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The mobile gaming market is ever-growing, and with that should come a few more fighting
games. As of right now, the market for mobile fighting games is wide open, as there are only a
select few. Enter "Fight Game" -- a Bas Boon company that produces some of those really cool
t-shirts that you've seen Golden Glory fighters wearing for the last year or so; Gokhan Saki,
Alistair Overeem, Errol Zimmerman, Sem Schilt and more. There have been rumors mulling
around that Fight Game will also become, well, a game and for a mobile platform .

It turns out that Fight Game is currently being developed and will be released for Windows
Phone 7. As an avid fan of the mobile phone market, this move does confuse me, but makes
sense as well. Microsoft's Windows Phone 7 launched late last year and is an incredibly late
entry into the smartphone market which is currently dominated by phones using Google's
Android operating system or Apple's iPhone. Android and iPhone dominated the United States
mobile phone market and make up a bulk of users in the world as well. As a former owner of a
few Windows Mobile devices (up until 6.1, where I put Android on an SD card and booted off of
that -- phone nerd, I know), I can honestly say that there would not be much incentive to switch
from using Android to WP7.

Why WP7? Microsoft has been very aggressive trying to onboard game developers and offering
interesting incentives to them. Games on WP7 are able to link up with Microsoft's XBox Live
platform and some games are cross-platform as well. So, on that note, it makes perfect sense
as to why they are working on WP7, but as owners of a different platform I can only hope we
see the game make it's way to other phone platforms and to a wider audience.

The game will feature some sort of strange storyline involving Semmy Schilt and Alistair
Overeem and a Mortal Kombat-ish martial arts tournament. Did we mention Ubereem has a gi
ant hammer and is crushing rocks
? Oh, and Semmy drives a chopper on the streets of Miami. This is literally all we know about
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the game.
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